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“A business and pleasure paradise in the Caribbean”
Puerto Rico is known as the Island of
Enchantment because of its beautiful
people, landmarks, rich culture, amazing
beaches and forest destinations that will
create an unforgettable and enchanting
memory that will last for years. In Puerto
Rico you will relate relaxation and peace
with the daily living in the island, if you like
to learn about history, this is the right place
to visit, if you like the adrenaline rush, there
are certain activities you can perform in the
island like visiting “El Yunque” and the
different business opportunities the island
offers to local and foreign investors.

With all the tourist attractions Puerto Rico
is considered the right place to establish,
expand and invest in your business and enjoy
a tropical vacations, after all tourism has an
impact of 6% or 7% of GDP.

The beautiful island of Puerto Rico is also
known as the gateway to the Caribbean. Just
110 miles long and 35 miles wide, the capital
city of Puerto Rico is San Juan and is the
center of the country because it presents the
union of new and old facilitated by its colorful
building facades, vintage watchtowers, and
cobblestone streets. In Puerto Rico, Spanish
and English are the official languages; most
Puerto Ricans speak English.

The island’s most important industrial
products are pharmaceuticals, electronics,
and food products. Business has become a
very important factor in the island. Because
of the relationship with the US, Puerto Rico
can now choose how to pay taxes to the
businesses and those business that are
strategic and create multiple jobs they are
granted the tax exemption decree. “This has
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Medical tourism is another way of tourism
that has been launched but has always
existed in Puerto Rico. For the moment
hospitals are doing it alone, but they want to
integrate it with what they have to grow and
market it as a country. Very few countries do
so because each hospital does his thing but
they are uniting and consolidating.

This is the basis of the second great
transformation of Puerto Rico, we are
becoming a center to sell services to the
rest of the world. We no longer do only
manufactured as pharmaceutical or medical
device products, but now we sell all kinds of
services in a world where computer networks
allow you to sell services to anywhere in the
world .” added Mr. Alberto Bacó, Secretary of
Economic Development of Puerto Rico.
Mr. Bacó believes that youth has a truly
potential in the economy of Puerto Rico.
Youth are natural entrepreneurs and they
have the capacity to create their own
successful business: “My vision is the

modern Puerto Rico to be multicultural
where youth will have business,
producing companies and businesses
from here to the world with a unique
climate based on a US jurisdiction with
the protection of the laws. We want to
see all kinds of entertainment, tourism,
gastronomy, art, creative industry which
will form an ecosystem that is fun for the
visitor and for living in Puerto Rico. That
is the modern Puerto Rico I visualize.”
Puerto Rico has become a traveling
destination for many foreigners that are
looking for an opportunity to invest and
create new types of business. Local and
foreigners now have the option to create a
successful business based on the different
needs and opportunities that the island
offers. Today is the right time to fly over to
Puerto Rico, invest in the country and fall in
love with the Island, after all we are talking
about the island of Enchantment.
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“Time for public - private partnerships”
Puerto Rico has a well-developed
infrastructure and transportation network.
Some international and domestic airports
allow for easy access to various cities on
the island and provide transportation
for industry and tourism. Economically
speaking, the most important form of
transportation in Puerto Rico is by water. The
construction sector is another booster for
the economy in Puerto Rico and generates
multiple jobs opportunities. Although
the construction sector is positioned in
second place for job opportunities, is well
known that fresh money must be invested
to make the industry stronger. The first

been one of the most important phases of
our promotion program and remains in force
with the new reality. Before we did negotiate
exclusively for manufacturing but now we do
it for service businesses and individuals who
decide to move their residence to Puerto
Rico.

thing the country needs to do is focus on
the rehabilitation of infrastructure and
create facilities for the expansion of the
industries. Perhaps, they are not new
facilities, but they are rehabilitated to
serve other markets that are growing,
such as the pharmaceutical industry. This
is one of the main economic pillars, an
area where there are always expansions
because demand for those products is
worldwide and not limited only to Puerto
Rico. As the demand grows, the plants are
changing and that is a positive impact for
the country and an opportunity for local
and foreign investors.

Multinational companies always seek to
conquer markets with great potential such
as puertorrican, this is the case of Carrier.
The presence of Carrier in Puerto Rico began
in 1961.
On April 1961, one of the corporations
became Carrier, but it was not until 5 or 6
years ago they made a joint venture with
the US largest distribution company and
International Carrier placed in Watsco
hands the distribution of products to
reach specifically Mexico, Central and
South America. Carrier Corporation in 1983
acquired the rights to Puerto Rico from a
private investor.
Ivonne de León, the General Manager
quoted that the main focus will remain
the same with some new technology
integration:”We will continue to bring

IVONNE DE LEON
General Manager
Carrier Puerto Rico
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products for the residential part since
it is our strength, this represents
more than 50% of our business. Then
there is light business that we will
also continue to bring and investing.
For next year, we are integrating solar
technology. As we know, the cost of
electricity in Puerto Rico is very high
so these kind of equipments are very
requested. We are very aware of needs
and try to supply them and promote
the efficiency”.
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For the future the plans never end, they will
open 7 new stores, always selling through
distributors. The aim of it is to increase
the distribution not only locally, but in the
Caribbean where they also currently export.
According to Mrs. De León, “We are looking
for opportunities in the Public sector with
the housing project of the Ministry that
will start next year and the Private sector,
mainly in hospital infraestructure. All these
projects will help us to meet the aggresive
growth expected to be around 20% in the
next 5 years”
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Infraestructure sector has always been an
important economy drive in Puerto Rico.
Many companies have been growing since the
fever started. CPM was founded in 1991 is one
of those, with 25 years of experience, as an
inspection company and project management.
The new demands of construction have
moved them to expand their services
portfolio. CPM is not a construction company,
but the advisors to them.

The company has presence in Panamá and
Miami. They consider Central America as a
potential market because they can easily
adapt their operation to the culture due
to their natural multiculture and Spanish
speaking. They have a very strong training
in the United States regulatory industry.
In the South of Florida, they perceive good
opportunities to be part of Public-Private
partnerships.
The visionary of the company Mr. Arteaga
has an interesting story of how it all started,

worldwide. We are agents of foreign
companies in all ports of the island. Our
staff is trained and certified by agencies
such as ASBA, we are part of SG
Council worldwide belong to Caribbean
Shipping Association. These elements
of excellent has allowed us to be part
of major projects such as Santa Isabel,
Guayanilla Plant, among others.”

FRANCISCO ARTEAGA
President of
CPM

he studied Electrical Engineering in UPR of
Mayaguez. He had a passion for aviation
which took him to work in an aviation school.
After many years and diferent experiences in
construction and farmaceutical companies,
he decided to start its own business. As
a founder, he is always looking for more
opportunities and PPA has caught his
attention. He added: “It is a sector that we

are taking much actively participating
in international forums where these
alliances are discussed and working with
education on this subject because when
we talk about PPA many people know
what it is, but when you ask each person
it is seen differently.“

HERNÁN AYALA
President Of
AYACOL

The logistic in Puerto Rico is an essential
element in the day to day life. The consumed
products in all the restaurants, hotels, houses
and any industry are imported, mainly from
United States. For many logistic experts,
the big challenge is to use the developed
technology by several companies to perform
logistics operations to export much more
final products to various countries.
Luis A. Ayala Colón Sucrs, Inc. is the leading
company in the industry. Founded in 1938 by
Luis A. Ayala Colón and today after more than
75 years, it has the same excellent reputation
from the first day. Its development and
progress is based on pillars such as efficiency,
reliability and honesty. AYACOL is today one
of the largest contractors stevedoring and
shipping agencies in Puerto Rico serving most
of the ports in San Juan, Ponce, Mayaguez,
Guánica, Arecibo, Aguadilla, Las Mareas,
Guayanilla, Yabucoa and Ceiba.

“Since the 70s, I am seriously dedicated
to technology and to keep the company
updated to stay one step ahead of even
the same companies we represent to
serve them properly.” Mr. Ayala indicates.
The president has an impressive humanistic
spirit and the distinction of being a person
closely involved with their community. “For

over 40 years I have been present at
all levels of the National Board, we
have served children and nursing home
in Ponce. I have been an advisor and
assistant in the management of the
community where I live. I have been
head of the Chamber of Commerce
of Puerto Rico and the Shipping
Association of Puerto Rico. We are in
the community activities, we give our
time because serving the community is
the best we have done.”
In future years the challenges are many, but
the achievements so far encourages them to
continue striving daily. AYACOL is a company
constantly being updated in contact with the
future.

the island because of the advantageous
laws. They even have advantages over
local companies because they are bringing
new capital. Locally a vast experience has
been developed among many construction
companies, and others that supply all the
needs for the process.

FRANCISCO DÍAZ MASSÓ

President of
BLDM
Bermúdez, Longo, Díaz-Massó, LLC is one
of America’s leading specialty construction
companies. The company was incorporated
in 1962 as Bermúdez & Longo Inc., became a
special partnership in 1992, and evolved into
Bermúdez, Longo, Díaz-Massó, LLC in 2007.

A progressive and innovative company,
Bermúdez, Longo, Díaz-Massó, LLC currently

has responsibility for over 800 employees. For
more than 50 years Bermúdez, Longo, DíazMassó, LLC has been involved in construction
work, providing a range of services to both
domestic and international clients. The
company has earned its reputation for
integrity and professionalism across all major
sectors with tailored services to suit each
project or client. As electrical and mechanical
contractors, Bermúdez, Longo, Díaz-Massó
performs annually over one hundred million
dollars of work in projects of widely varied
sizes and degrees of complexity. Leaders in
the field, our work is characterized by the
smooth flow of the projects resulting from
expert management and capable supervisory
personnel combined with well-trained field
crews.
Bermúdez, Longo, Díaz-Massó, are the
largest contractors in Puerto Rico on the
part of telecommunications and one the
first three construction companies, but
specialized in infrastructure. They are the
leaders in Electro mechanics, the largest

in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean. In the
coming years, there are many opportunities
in energy and infrastructure in part because
the sector will continue to grow at the hands
of the APP.
Mr. Francisco Díaz Massó, President of
Bermúdez, Longo, Díaz-Massó, LLC shared
the different projects they are focusing
during this upcoming years: “Since 2008

we are focused on renewable energy
projects, we have made the three largest
projects of Puerto Rico renewable
energy: windmills of Santa Isabel, Nagua
windmills and solar farms. We are at
the moment and the situation for the
Power Authority of Puerto Rico gain
the confidence although it has become
more difficult because these projects
solar farms that really are the future of
energy can only be sold to the Authority.
But first I had no confidence to sell this
energy and what they have left are more
commercial and distribution projects,
distributed generation have much
history there.”
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The experience and responsibility has allowed
them to grow, which is why recently they
acquired new facilities to transform them into
a domestic operation, serving mainly from
United States to Puerto Rico. The president
Hernán Ayala Parsi says: “We are known

Thanks to the experience in many sectors,
opportunities abroad appeared. Mr. Francisco
Artega, president of CPM commented:

“Today internationalization is they key
for many companies. We had that vision
many years ago, to expand the business.
Exploring new markets was not only
to export a service, but to observe the
market, learn from those jurisdictions
and bring to incorporate, share and
enrich what we do”.
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Since last August they have a representation
in Miami and they are currently developing
a project of USD 25 Million. They are very
knowledgeable in the market and they are
currently looking for different opportunities.
Mr. Díaz Massó shared his thoughts about
this opportunities in Miami:

“We see opportunities with companies
that have very strong ties are learning
that we are there. These relationships
with private companies want them
to come to us, we will not go there to
preside over any project we want specific
projects where we have opportunities,
and we do not tender anything. We are
focused on a particular market and not
the first to be present , we do not want
to paint buildings we want to continue
in the niches where we have been
successful maintaining strong alliances
and a profile with the well-established
bases, that the market knows us and we
know these markets.”

JOSÉ CESTERO

President of Puerto Rico Wire Products

Puerto Rico is mature in many sectors,
including Infrastructure market. Actually,
there are many opportunities to come, US
construction companies are considering

Puerto Rico Wire Group is a company
founded in 1955 by Mr. José Cestero Jiménez
for construction supplies. This 100% local
Company have had various process of
change and it is currently led by the third
generation. Mr. José Cestero Jr. The actual
president, he shared: “My grandfather

started it all with manufacturing,
this business is called Puerto Rico
Wire Products Inc. There have been
many things and many changes and
transitions have not been easy, but we
are innovating every day.”

Personally, Mr. Cestero shared: “I was
involved in other sector, I changed
the future of what I had done before.
This is a challenge because it is a family
business, a legacy from my grandfather
and my father, it definitely represents
their hardwork of many years. It has
been a process of adaptation for me,
there are some employees who have
been with us for long time and they
have seen me grow so it takes time to
earn their respect“.

After 60 years of experience they are
the largest distributor of specialized
construction materials and equipment in
the island, strategically located in diferent
areas in the island such as Hato Rey, Ponce,
Mayaguez, Carolina, Toa Baja and Hato
Tejas, Bayamon.
New challenges are faced every day,

mentioned the president. He added: “We

are always looking for new suppliers and
customers. We have been integrating
new brands because the market is
changing seeking more efficiency to
help reduce costs.”
Expansion is a trendy word among the most
solid companies, in ths regard they have
been visionary. With already 7 locations in
Florida from Miami to Jacksonville, these
businesses represent 70% of the total. They
are one home for different products, they
have a little of everything and slowly will be
opening new divisions.Their main objective
in this new and huge market is to distribute
products they manufacture in Puerto Rico.
As well, Mr. Cestero concluded: “Being an

established company for many years
we have to diversify into territory so
we decided to take the step to go to
Florida. We want to continue growing
in the market.”

the US market”, reports Giancarlo Brito,
president of Oldach Associates. This visionary
man started in this world as a sales engineer
during this journey met Félix Santos, who
was specialized in small equipments while he
was specialized in large ones. Both love what
they do, both passionate about their work and
strive to surprise their customers.

GIANCARLO BRITO

CEO of Oldach Associates
In the infrastructure sector there is a
referent company that entered this market
in 1955, and now it has 8 stores strategically
located from the San Juan to Caguas, Ponce,
Mayaguez and others. It is a local company
committed to innovation, focused on air
conditioning equipment ditribution to retail
and technicians. This is nothing more than
Oldach Associates, factory representatives
and distributors of ventilation, air
conditioning and refrigeration.
This 2015 they celebrate their 60th
anniversary. In order to maintain the
continuous growth above 12%, with an
anual turnover around USD 40 million, the
company is looking for new markets. One of
his first adventures abroad was Orlando City
in the State of Florida, where they have had a
great reception by the Latin market. “Many

puertorrican people is going to Orlando,
they called to set something up there so
we already have some customers. We
want to go slowly covering more within

Thanks to the strength and prestige, the
vision for the future is to continue to grow.
They are already in negotiation with several
world-renowned factories to join forces and
develop markets in Central America and
Colombia. “Central America and Colombia

markets are huge, we want to focus there
and grow in the region. This is the way
to address this adverse situation that
our local economy is going through. We
definitely see it as a big opportunity”.

The president informed.

United States being the largest foreign investor
in Puerto Rico has great opportunities through
incentives law as Act 20 and 22. As Brito
said: “There is opportunity of investing

primarily in real estate as there are many
buildings that need to be rehabilitated,
those are great investments to boost
the economy. In addition, the Island of
Enchantment allows an excellent quality
of life, a great gastronomic richness
and boricuas´s human quality invite
foreigners feel better than home”. In
this regard Brito concludes: “I urge you to
come because here you can develop
much market in various activities, also
invite you to come for a walk, Puerto
Rico has very nice places like the Culebra
island, Vieques, beaches, mountains,
countryside and very Latin cuisine thay
you should enjoy”.
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“Many reasons to
pursuit your future”
The Puerto Rico education system is based on
the American model, although the teaching
language is Spanish, at least at public schools.
Through education the economy of Puerto Rico can
positively change with a long term investment. The
only way to combat long term economic change is
through a well-equipped, educated workforce. No
investment pays better dividends than education
and Puerto Rico’s latent bilingual abilities in its
people can be propelled with a curriculum that
emphasizes in-demand careers, technical and
vocational training. As part of innovation and
contribution to the education sector of the island,
the Foundation of Puerto Rico (Also known as
Campus Puerto Rico) was created.
Foundation of Puerto Rico is a nonprofit
organization that works with a defined plan
to develop Puerto Rico’s social and economic
potential and transform it into an important
competitor in the world. They collaborate with
Puerto Rico’s State Department and private and
public institutions of higher education in the island
to expand the academic offering. The objective is
to position and market Puerto Rico as an attractive
education destination to thousands of students
around the world. Locals and Foreign investors can
support in multiple ways the foundation of Puerto
Rico.

what we are doing. On November
5 we have a few visits to give them
all the support: is a program at the
college level and give them all the
support to develop at their school,
many schools look for us to do the
same.” Mentioned Mrs. Loraine Lago,
President of St. John’s School.

SYLVIA LÓPEZ

President of University Carlos Albizu

university a benchmark of quality in
the fields of psychology and speech and
language pathology, both in Puerto Rico
and in the state of Florida.”

“We are giving quite a lot of attention
to our new Center on the western coast
of our island, where higher education is
booming. In San Juan, the most recent
development is an interdisciplinary
program in psychology and speech
and language, with students admitted
directly from high school. Also on our
main campus, we are working on a
Ph.D. program focused on psychological
consulting. Summing up, we are adding
resources
and programs while reaching
Advertising
Supplement
Albizu University is a private, independent, a broad student group ranging from high
INDUSTRY
non-profit institution of higher education, school graduates to doctoral degree
candidates,”
says López Jorge.
with its main campus located in the heart
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of historic Old San Juan,
institution was founded in
Albizu-Miranda with the
professional psychologists
sensitive perspective.

Puerto Rico. The
1966 by Dr. Carlos
goal of training
from a culturally

In 1972, the institution received state licensing
for its master’s and doctoral programs in
psychology. Eight years later, the university
extended its programs to Miami in response
to the need for graduate psychology programs
sensitive to cultural and ethnic issues in
the continental United States, becoming
the first Puerto Rican institution to have a
campus on the mainland. The university´s
latest expansion is the establishment of the
Mayagüez University Center in January 2015,
on the western coast of Puerto Rico.

“During this year, 2016, we are
celebrating our 50th anniversary,” says
Sylvia López Jorge, interim president of Albizu
University. “We started in 1966 with 20

students, and today we have around
2,300 enrolled in our San Juan and Miami
campuses and the Mayagüez Center. The
excellence of our faculty and students
and the loyalty of our employees, who
have worked throughout the years to
keep alive the vision and mission of
Dr. Albizu-Miranda, have made this
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“Our university´s main strengths are
research, teaching, and the work done
in supervised student practicums at the
Albizu University Clinics in Puerto Rico
and the Goodman Center in Miami,”
notes López Jorge. “Two years ago, we
developed an Institutional Research
Center, led by academics experienced
in writing proposals to obtain research
funds. It is important for our university
and its community to find the funding
to continue generating knowledge.”

LORRAINE LAGO

Head of Saint John´s School

Mrs. Lago also mentioned that the
School wants to continue growing
and innovating, so they have a
strategic plan for the next years: “In
our strategic plan for the next seven
years we have several innovations.
We have several projects in the visual
arts we are expanding because we
now offer art classes, pottery and
others.

Opened in 1915. St. Johns is one of the best
English language schools in Puerto Rico
and is renowned for its excellent quality of For the coming years we want the
education. Located in the San Juan area, St. leadership to be better structured.
John’s offers small class sizes and provides Do you have important allies and
instruction in English at every scholastic are open to new alliances? We have
level. Once you enroll as a student at Saint very good relationships with many
John’s School you will find out that for all universities, every year some of our
students they have a community service students go to the top schools in the
program that is quite extensive, the school US including some bilingual. There
is committed to participate and engage are other universities that are equally
with the students, is not only to deliver the good in New York that typically
classes and complete the school hours, but
accept 13 students at our school Year.
school defines a few days to take children
The senior class has 38 students is
to places where they choose, we have
identified centers, it becomes part of the smaller than usual but other courses
50 to
students,
IGM this
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curriculum because
awareness INDEPENDENT
is very are between
students
are
formed
outside
a large
present.
Teachers participate and students prepare
their community service projects where
they can reflect and see how they have
grown through their experiences and at the
same time develop an interest in something
in particular that continue to support
when they are in college . “In terms of

professional development our school
sponsored professional activities
inviting other schools from other
schools because we want to learn

percentage. Universities have much
sympathy for our students because
they are successful, once they get
them made the transition to college
and find it quite easy. We are trying
to expand the vision because when
the Minister of universities came
from Switzerland had long worked in
Europe and drew attention that the
approach of Puerto Rico always be in
Northwest US but now we want to go
to Boston or New York or Florida.”

many years. In Puerto Rico, we have a very
robust system of higher education because
of the history of the Island. The University
of Puerto Rico has more than 100 years, and
since its inception has been characterized
by maintaining some proximity to Latin
America and it has a relationship with the
American system. This is the advantage of
having the best of both worlds.

ING. GLADYS NIEVES
President of
EDP University

Education in Puerto Rico is overseen and
administered by the Island’s Department
of Education and the Puerto Rico Council
of Education. The Department of Education
supervises all primary and secondary public
education while the Council oversees all
academic standards, and issues licenses to
the state university and private educational
institutions wishing to operate or establish
themselves in Puerto Rico.
Education has been a strong sector for

López Jorge.

In 1968, a prestigious university started
operations in Puerto Rico called EDP
University. They started when computers
and technology was not a big deal.
Technology moves faster than education,
and we want to make sure that we keep
up with the latest technologies to offer a
better and improved university program.
Puerto Rico has a lot of universities and
this has caused EDP University to create
strategic alliances in order to be competitive
among the education system in Puerto Rico.

General Manager of
Puma Energy Caribe
Puma Energy is a foreign company with a
strong presence in Puerto Rico. PUMA Energy
is known for the success story that began in
1997 in Guatemala with a full and independent
storage and distribution network. Today they
have expanded to 5 continents, specifying a
base single, integrated assets in 48 countries
around the world and 12 countries in Latin
America.
The diversification of the company is due
to its infrastructure and business capacity,
which allows you to have a more effective
distribution chain. They work with various
lines of businesses, from retail to aviation
fuels, lubricants, LPG and business to
business (B2B). In the B2B sector they provide
fuel and lubricants for industry, particularly
the pharmaceutical, waste management,
manufacturing,
transportation,
among
others. Thanks to that, they have been

The university focuses on developing
new and unique curricula in order to avoid
competition around the Island: “Work
on projects like fashion design, this is a
discipline that almost no university offers
in their curricula in Puerto Rico. For interior
design we acquired an institution known as
San Juan School of Interior Design that was
integrated with EDP University, there is no
a better school at a university level than
EDP University of Puerto Rico.” Concluded
Mrs. Gladys Nieves.

INDUSTRY

of living in Puerto Rico is naturally higher
than the US national average, costing 2.5
times more than a regular monthly basis.
In order to solve the energy cost problem,
the island must embrace the renewables,

able to integrate and operate the entire
chain from importation, supply and storage
of the product to distribution of retail and
wholesale, Puma control the whole process
and offer high quality products safely, fast
and reliable at competitive prices. On the
other hand Puma are with LPG we entered a
year ago and already have about 7% stake in
a market.

VÍCTOR DOMÍNGUEZ

Last August, 700 students graduated from
EDP University of which 230 students were
not Puerto Rican residents. This means that

at least a quarter of the students were not
living in Puerto Rico.

that is being implemented is based on my
father’s vision, to become a prestigious
university within the Island” Said Mrs.

“Explore and discover the opportunities”
Pharmaceuticals,
manufactures,
food
products and tourism are the main industries
that impact the economy in Puerto Rico. The
energy cost is essential for these sectors
development. In terms of energy, the cost

Gladys Nieves, President of EDP University
of Puerto Rico who has been in the sector for
the last 18 years. Nowadays, EDP University of
Puerto Rico reaches 3,000 students so they
can be involved in the education system as
a whole. Their accrediting agencies are the
same as in United States, it allows them to
maintain that level of excellence, but their
main language is Spanish. That makes them
unique!
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EDP University’s main focus is to give the
opportunity to different adult learners that
couldn’t finish their degree successfully,
to be able to complete their studies, and
obtain a university degree. “All the work

Advertising Supplement

While Albizu University continues to
expand in Puerto Rico, the Miami campus
strengthens its multicultural student body in
accordance with our founder´s vision. Classes
are offered in both Spanish and English, and
nearly 25 different countries are represented
in the student population, although the focus
remains on Latino students.

“I would like us to be known as agents of
change. As such, we are part of the larger
effort to transform a society in which
many suffer mental health problems
into one that is healthier and better
prepared for changes in development
and economic areas,” concluded Sylvia
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Mr. Víctor Dominguez, General Manager of
Puma Puerto Rico, confirmed that Puma has
a clear commitment with Puerto Rico and
its people: ”Our commitment to Puerto

Rico and the industry is clear. On the one
hand, we contribute to the development
of infrastructure where we identified
that need, and on the other hand support
the country’s growth through the
generation of direct and indirect jobs.
One of the pillars of Puma Energy is to
grow responsibly with the communities
in which we operate and live.
We care about the environment and
constantly seek to develop alternative
fuels and energy efficient solutions.
We have a social responsibility program
focusing on several pillars: education,
environment, community development
and social fiber. In that sense we have
been able to integrate the 4 pillars on
either particular projects such as Corridor
Yaguazo. A non-profit entity that is
responsible for the co-management
Cucharillas Swamp, wetland located in
the Community of Juana Matos in Cataño.
This community is located near Terminal
Bayamón and was one of the affected

which can be easily produced throughout
the territory, reducing all expenses of
importing entire fuel supply. By developing
a renewable energy infrastructure, the
country will provide new job opportunities to
local workers and stimulate the demand and
need for construction equipment’s causing a
major change to the industry.
Renewable energy could be the key to
Puerto Rico’s future economic development.

during the explosion of CAPECO.

We have also integrated through
education projects. One of these
projects is the Community of White
Bridge. In this community we support
cultural civic activities where there are
community leaders who are responsible
for providing tutoring in the afternoons
and summer camps. We also have
the Francisco Oller High School in
Cataño where we have established two
vocational programs: Culinary Arts and
Cosmetology.
For us it is essential to operate in a
sustainable and safe manner. In June
2015, the College of Engineers and
Surveyors of Puerto Rico (CIAPR) gave
us the award for exceptional merit for
our work in Terminal Bayamon, in the
categories of Environmental Engineering
and Land Surveying.”
Part of the commitment they have with the
Puerto Ricans, Puma Energy has a strategic
plan, where they assure that continuous
growth is for sure in the next years: “In

less than 7 years of operation we have
become one of the companies leading
fuel on the island, with more than 340
service stations and 4 storage terminals
that allow us to guarantee the supply of
quality products and with the necessary
flexibility to respond to demand cycles.
In the future we see the consolidation
of all the acquisitions that we have
obtained , the use of all our activity
, continue to be cost - effective and

Pharmaceuticals and food products, the
strongest industries developed, can help to
boost the economy by creating final products
and avoid importing them from abroad.
With the reduction of energy cost, final
local products will decrease their price and
pharmaceutical products can be exported
with more competitive prices in the region
and worldwide. This is definitely an extra
incentive to the incentive investments’ law,
recently promoted by the government.

achieve better standards of assessment
of brand perception . We combine public
relations with part of marketing and
advertising consistently and continue
to demonstrate that we are the fuel that
moves to Puerto Rico.” Mentioned Mr.

Víctor Dominguez.

Puerto Rico had a very advantageous start in
the industrial era of the 60s - 70. That base
has allowed Puma to sustain despite the
economic challenges Puerto Rico is a country
that has produced some very talented
people who have contributed much to the
island and the rest of the world and has also
developed thanks to the foundations that
have been established over the years. “Now

what we have to do in the private sector
is taking action because this country
is ours, not just the government. We
must think about the communities and
how the private sector can contribute
to its development. We must focus on
energy costs and seek new solutions to
problems ranging us today.
We must take responsibility for where
this Puerto Rico and act to bring it to
where we want to be. The Puerto Rican
has the ability to revive the country’s
economy. We have the necessary
infrastructure, strategic location and
human resources to serve local and
international companies wishing to
develop their business on the island.
For that we are here to grow, develop
and build the Puerto Rico with which
we all dream.” Concluded Mr. Víctor
Dominguez.
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recycling plant in the world with this technology
and the only one in the Caribbean, Central and
South America. It is the only company in Latin
America and the Caribbean recycling motor oil
100 %. It is one of the seven in the world that
uses hydro processing technology, cutting-edge
technology that does not generate pollutants
and transforms engine oil used in industrial
lubricants and refined oil.

the actual President, they have plenty
competition and that is why they need to
execute their exporting plan: “Competition

is
pretty
adversary
seeking
opportunities in Cuba that is not yet
as open, but compared to what it was
before is a big change. You must decide
how to get there because in my business
we have experience in logistics, the
barge we canceled in Puerto Rico,
may be an option in Cuba to carry and
distribute chemicals. I am looking for
partnerships and define strategies
to reach these new markets, we have
chemical distribution with extensive
experience in transportation”.

EDUARDO PÉREZ
President of
Chemex Corp

Previously known as Farmaquem, a chemical
distribution company. Chemex Corp. started
in 1980, founded by a Cuban chemical
engineer. He started selling chemical
products as a commission agent through
the Caribbean and Latin America, eventually
went to Puerto Rico, where he saw the
pharmaceutical sector was growing very
fast.
After three decades in the market, Chemex
Corp. is highly focused on exporting their
products in the islands near Puerto Rico.
This is a slow progress, they are looking at
Dominican Republic, Jamaica, the Caribbean
and Cuba. According to Mr. Eduardo Pérez,

Puerto Rico has one of the most competitive
economies in Latin America and according to the
World Bank, Puerto Rico is one of the countries
with the highest income in the economy. Puerto
Rico has few conventional energy resources and
oil products are the dominant energy source
for the island. In 2013, 55% of electricity from
Puerto Rico came from oil, 28% natural gas,
16% from coal, and 1% from renewable energies.
Puerto Rico offers tax benefits to encourage the
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company with 50 years to make lubricants
and stay in the market, Thanks to the
investment in our laboratory, our product
is guaranteed because it is scientifically
proven as the best in the world. Within 10

or 15 years we will be leaders worldwide,
that is our goal. We will firm steps
looking for a better performance and
better results. If we succeed in Puerto
Rico, it is a sign that you can do things in
the world.”
Olein Recovery is a fast growing business
and is always looking for new investments
opportunities and also creating innovations
according to Mr. González Olein Recovery was in
a show in Las Vegas and explicitly mentioned:

“We arrived from a show in Las Vegas
with worldwide companies. We do not
only lubricants, but also we create Crystal,
which is a self-cleaning product brand. We
are leaders in many places of the American
market with Home Depot. In this type of
shows, many customers and companies
from other countries have approached us
to know more about our products.”
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Mr. González started selling business by
business in a mini bus, everything that he
earned, it was reinvested to become one
of the largest distributors of car accessory.
They traveled to California to see the plant,
when he bought the floor plans he wondered
where they were going to install the plant and
decided to do it in Puerto Rico. The vision of
Olein Recovery has always been to be number
one, not only the best quality but the best
presentation, with competitive prices.
In order to reach that vision, a plan must be
created and Mr. González is completely aware
of it. They plan to expand throughout the
world and take their brand at an international
level. “The next year we hope to be in 50

or 60 countries. We recently purchased
a new building. We expect growth of
the economy allowing us to have more
business opportunities.” Concluded Mr.
González.

For the future, Mr. Pérez wants to see the
company focusing in specialized products
which are more difficult to bring to Puerto
Rico, but ironically more easy and cheaper to
manage. He concluded:

“If American companies want to reach
Puerto Rico through a local distributor
we are the most suitable partners
because we are able to handle the local
and regional market”.

Empire Gas proudly serves Puerto Rico’s propane
market during the past 40 years. Empire Gas
is privately owned, family-operated; Empire
Gas Company is the empire that was dreamed
by their founders, of the island’s largest LPG
wholesaler, covering 51% of the market. Empire
Gas distributes an average of 52 million gallons of
propane annually which it imports from the any
part of world. The company generates $50 million
in revenue, according to the president of Empire
Gas, Mr. Ramón Gonzalez Cordero.

President and Vicepresident of Empire Gas

Olein Recovery Corp. is a recycling of used
oil. It began the construction in 2004
and operation in 2006. It uses the most
advanced technology to recycle used
motor oil and transmission. It is the fourth

Another sector of interest for this
businessman is energy, especially renewable
energies. He considers energy as a business
of great magnitude, but it requires
alliances because venturing in markets like
Cuba demands to be done in a big scale.
Dominican Republic is growing, but markets
are becoming more complicated.

installation of solar equipment and allows net
metering, which means that residents can sell
electricity from solar panels in home network.

RAMÓN GONZÁLEZ CORDERO
RAMÓN GONZÁLEZ SIMOUNET

JORGE GONZÁLEZ

President of Olein Recovery

Mr. Jorge González, President of Olein Recovery,
mentioned that they are constantly innovating
their products, last year they produced a
new lubricant called Brava Lubricants. They
also created their own lab to verify that their
final products are definitely top of the line,
he expressed: “It is very difficult for a
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The company has around 200 full-time employees,
and turnover is minimal. Three of Empire Gas 200
employees have been with the company for 30
years.
Empire Gas is creating several development programs
to reduce the energy costs and the world wide price
drop of the oil is helping them achieve this. Empire
Gas started in 1967 with a clear understanding that
there is a need to bring a friendly fuel to all the
people of the island including the fields. Empire
Gas Company of Puerto Rico was developed, they
started in the garage of a house and today they
developed the corporation that providing service
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to all people of Puerto Rico and the industry.
Empire Gas of Puerto Rico is dabbling in the
creating of clean energy to prevent pollution
generated by the millions of cars that are used
every day in the island. They want to give all
Puerto Ricans the opportunity to breathe a
cleaner air.
Mr. Ramón Gonzalez Cordero, President of Empire
Gas, shared the vision of Empire Gas of Puerto
Rico for the upcoming years: “We are going

to take the opportunities to generate
electricity, the beauty of this area is that it
is saving different industries, restaurants
that are heavily affected by the economy,
some have even been forced to close or lay
off employees. This is a project where you
can save, it is convenient for the consumer,
for the merchant and for having your vehicle
because this means a saving in volume
of 20% or 30%. Currently we can further
penetrate the market because here the
vehicle is basic, if we were more effective and
could convince the government to not resist
change mean much savings for the country.
Only the police could save close to USD $3
million annually transforming half of the
cars. If all cars from all agencies are changed a
significant savings would be made.”

Part of the vision shared by Mr. Cordero, Empire
Gas of Puerto Rico is currently offering their
products to the neighbors island since they have
a very competitive and dynamic market:

“We are always looking at alternatives, but
there has to be a sure thing because it would
be pointless to go elsewhere if here are our
customers, so we will go find problems
and weaken us as a company if here we are
well positioned nationally. We are number
9, the first two are quite large but down 4
are medium enterprises. We do not want to
abandon this because there is much to do
on the island, there are still sites that are
very depressed in terms of energy cost and
we can be an effective solution.”
In the field of energy, gas propane is the
industry leader, Empire Gas is a trustworthy
business entity because it is always there to
serve consumers and energy needs. Something
very important is that the combustion engine
is generated by the operation of any industry
or trade. After all Empire Gas of Puerto Rico
treats every client as unique, they listen to the
different needs and offers unique solutions.
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Rico had 7000 hotels room and the
DR has 4500, now Puerto Rico has
14000 hotels room. “
The ESJ Tower is clearly a tower of economy.
It holds 120 employees and Mr. Keith plans
to expand the ESJ Tower brand through the
island. In the next five years, the president
has a great vision and believes Puerto Rico
is the island of opportunities: “For the

KEITH ST. CLAIR

President of ESJ Towers

The spectacular ESJ Towers hotel in Puerto
Rico is located on Isla Verde beach, often
considered San Juan’s best beach area. This
building was built 40 years ago, in 1975 and
it became the third place in the world to
have vacation ownership. The building is a
mix use of efficiency, there are 450 units
all with kitchens, washing machines and
Studios; 1 bed or 2 beds, 450 apartments.
It’s an operating hotel; it is an operating
condominium building. ESJ Towers was
recently acquired and millions of dollars
are been spent to remodel it.
Couple, families, retirees are their clients,
who mostly come from United States,
because of the great environment the
hotel offers. The loyalty of their clients is
amazing; there are even people that have
been visiting them for over 30 years.
The President of the ESJ Tower, Mr. Keith
St. Clair believes that there is room for
investing and added: “I personally came

here because of the tax incentives,
the law 22 and also because there are
lot of opportunities in the tourism
sector as for instance; resorts, travel
agencies etc. In the future Puerto Rico
has a great opportunity to growth, I
see for the next 5 years people like
myself investing, it’s a great location.
For example 30 years ago, Puerto

next 5 years will be a great time to
buy in Puerto Rico, once you see the
opportunities you have to take them.
We will be much more a diversifying
company, not just being a resort. I am
bringing new airlines to Puerto Rico,
my background is with airlines, tour
operators and traveling. This company
will be diversifying in tourism; it will
represent the tourism investment in
Puerto Rico. I have two airlines coming
this winter, bringing new market. One
of the destinations of those travels
will be from Brazil. We will be bringing
Brazilians to Puerto Rico.”

MR. NICHOLAS PROUTY

President of
Puntman Bridge Funding
Puerto Rican economy is growing at a slow
pace and they are some highlights that
should be mentioned. Puerto Rico is one
of the most competitive countries in Latin
America and has a high income economy.
Puerto Rico has been the business hub for
more than 60 years in the Caribbean Region.
Puerto Rico finds itself in a financial problem

ACT 20- EXPORT SERVICES
4% corporate tax rate.
100% tax exemption on dividends or
profit distribution.
100% exemption o property taxes.

ACT 22- INDIVIDUAL INVESTORS
100% tax exemption on all dividends
and interest income.
100% tax exemption on all capital
gains.
4% corporate tax rate.

at the moment; they have been spending
more money than what they have been
taking in. This is a problem that has plagued
many states around The United States for
years, and there will be a solution to this.
Puerto Rico has about 3.4 million people
living here, the quality of the educational
system is well class, particularly at the
University level, in the stand based learning,
besides technology, math engineering and as
the route transitions into knowledge based
economy, the population of Puerto Rico is
very well suited to have a seat at the table,
based upon its historical and continued
importance that it has always placed on
stand based education.
Mr. Prouty is the founder and CEO of
Putnam Bridge. Within the last years, Mr.
Prouty’s firm has been active in Puerto Rico
and has made two significant nine figure
investments. Those investments include the
acquisition of “Ciudadela”, a mixed use real
estate development in Santurce and Puerto
del Rey, the largest marina in the Caribbean.

“From a Real Estate perspective, we
are seeing an opportunity that 20
years from now, people would kick
themselves, that they didn’t make the
investments now. Because you have
generational opportunities that exist
in Puerto Rico.
A property located in a place with
an American flag in a courtroom
and a CVS on the corner is a very
wise bud, and you couple that with
a government that is bending over
backwards to attract outside capital
and you have the recipe for one of the
best comebacks of all times.
There are all sources of programs that
the government has putting twice.
There is a generation opportunity
that exists in Puerto Rico to acquire
real state and live in a place that has
tremendous cultural richness, easy
access to United States that has all
of the laws that people are familiar
with and be part of a micro change.”
Concluded MR. Nicholas Prouty, CEO of
Putnam Bridge Funding.
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“ Looking outside”
Puerto Rico is a commerce paradise for many
retail companies. The retail market in Puerto
Rico is quite attractive. Several national and
international chains have their highest grossing
stores, in both sales and profitability, per
square foot in Puerto Rico. Consequently, their
success presents the challenge to an increasing
number of companies to follow suit and surge
into the Puerto Rico market. Retails are merely
seasonal, year over year affects the economy
of Puerto Rico. Because of retails and trade,
the island remains as the leading shopping
destination in the Caribbean, attracting every

“100x35 miles will be enough to enjoy”

year more and more investors to visit the island
for the different opportunities. The forecasting
for this coming years truly states that at least
20 percent of new jobs will come from existing
companies that have pledged to expand local
operations focusing on such strategic areas
as energy; renewal of public and private
infrastructure; increase food exports as well
as local food production; intensify Puerto Rico
promotions and increase overall exports. Puerto
Rico is definitely the right destination to be right
now, it gives many investments opportunities to
local and foreign investors.

Because of the tropical climate, the yearround warm weather and the varied landscape,
tourism is one of the most important sources
of income in Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico receives
millions of visitors every year. According to
latest reports from the Department of Economic
Development and Commerce of Puerto Rico,
8.9 million travelers arrived and went through
the Luis Muñoz Marin International Airport
during 2015. This is possible thanks to the
new 23 routes the airlines are offering to and
from different countries around the world. This
caused an increase of 60,000 new passengers
in 2015 impacting the Puerto Rican economy
positively with USD 200,000 million. JetBlu is
one of the most famous airlines in the island,

Technology is an important element they have
pleny integrated to their business. Their blog in
Youtube already counts with more than 2 million
users from Latin America, even Spain. In the
last years, online sales have increased 100%,
especially in areas where Latinos live. “We have

Casa FEBUS

Casa Febus began approximately 45 years ago
as a small family business, now it has more
than 3500 products. Founded by Mr. Emilio
Febus Nevarez, it is currently led by the third
generation. The new leaders are young creative
people and always giving the extra mile. The
Company has an initiative to train and qualify
their staff, UFebus. It was planned and created
by their parents to help their employees to be
updated and serve customers better, who always
require the latest trends. They also provide free
workshops about color matching and others
special techniques, around 600 people attended
to the last organized event.

This 100% local Company is looking forward to
the future. The expansion plans are many, so
they recently opened stores in Pembroke Pines
and Orlando. They are currently negotiating the
opening of more stores in Florida, in Miami,
Tampa and other Orlando´s areas.

“In the Long Term we have several
countries in Latin America, we would like

to open stores such as Panamá, Costa Rica,
México and Colombia, places where our
products are appreciated”, both added.
Ruth is the only woman among their brothers,
she has been part of the leadership of the
company for the last 10 years. She has two kids,
she is a normal mother carrying their children to
school and studies with them in the evening.

Family is always first for her. She said: “I
want to sincerely thank all those who are
in Florida because since we arrived, we
have had a very good reception. We love
Puerto Rico, the warmth of the people is
amazing, we are always happy despite
anything. The success of this Company
has been here in Puerto Rico thanks to
our loyal customers.”

Caguas, Aguadilla, not only south also provide
northeast and northwest area.

They also have a livestock business, the
company exports embryo. “We bring the

cow to a lab, the egg is inseminated,
and the embryo is created and sold to
countries like Brazil, Panamá, Colombia
and United States. We are exporting
because we have the material to do that.
We usually sell to United States, but
Brazil, Panamá, Colombia are looking
for us because it is a breed of cattle that
adapts to hot climates”.

ELÍAS BLANCO

BRYAN SHAMES

JOSÉ “COCO” SANTIAGO

President of
Madison Group

President of
Rooms To Go Puerto Rico

President Of
Hermanos Santiago Cash & Carry

Madison Group was founded in 1958 as local
store and today the Group has presence
through all the island with a steady growth
and with 150 associates. One of the key
factors of this company, are the employees
and partners who they consider as family,
many of them have been with the group
more than 40 years. As a local company,
they consider themselves as an example of
struggle and persistence.

Rooms To Go opened its first set of doors in
1991 in Florida Orlando. Since then, they have
grown as the number 1 independent furniture
company in United States with the largest
inventory. They are the leader industry for
shipping, financing, availability of products
and innovation. Along with the creation of
this large furniture company, an exciting
and innovative way to shop for furniture was
born. Rooms To Go introduced the concept of
displaying and packaging furniture.

The company began in 1950 managed by four
brothers. They started in Ponce, on Commerce
Street in the center of town, first developing
a small business. This is a business that sells
the products directly to the retail instead of
selling the products direct to the consumer.
The company has around 25 thousand products
and it is highly diversified. The current facilities
will suffer a huge expansion to 60,000 square
feet to open the consumer market. They have
approved plans, but the company is seeing
the right time to start. Its services cover up to

“My father came in 1934 from AsturiasSpain, he started working at a T-shirts
factory and then, in 1956 he started
independently with a partner. In 1973,
he adquired La Esquina Famosa stores
chain. As a curious fact, for over 50
years we have been the Company
manufacturing and selling the school
uniforms. Many Puerto Ricans may have
bought their uniforms at our stores. Now
we are also covering security, Nursing
and Corporate uniforms”, stated Mr. Elias
Blanco, President of Madison Group.

He believes that Puerto Rico is at a privileged
location: “Puerto Rico is spectacular in all

aspects, is the best of both worlds, and
this is not a political cliché. We are in a
privileged location between the Americas
and Europe, our culture wealth, Spanish
and English as main languages. Being
a United States territory with the same
currency, language, as a consequence,
Puerto Rico should be very attractive
to investors who are interested in
investing, manufacturing and selling
both markets to United States and
Latin America. The Government should
strives to stabilize the economic situation,
facilitate, promote and support all efforts
of local and international companies to
explore all Puerto Rico attributes.”

Plans for the future are always in mind. The
visions is to reach international markets such
as Cuba, Santo Domingo and Miami with
their brands. They are still evaluating the
opportunities and seeking for a more stable
and safe environment to take the step.

In Puerto Rico after 15 years partnership with
the parent company in the United States,
they have implemented and adapted all the
successful strategies launched. From the
island, they do not rule out the strategies of
expansion to other markets in America and
the Caribbean like Panamá and Dominican
Republic. One of their approaches is to export
and take advantage of the incentives that the
Government has for the industry.
Mr. Bryan Shames, President of Rooms To Go
in Puerto Rico shared the different plans and
innovations they have for the next coming
years: “Continually we are reinventing

especially with the economic challenges
that currently exist. It must continually
be renewed and seeing the market needs
to serve you better. We are constantly
monitoring, we are in contact with our
customers to see how to improve our
operations and become more efficient.
During these 5 years, especially the
last 2 that the economic situation in
Puerto Rico has been more difficult, the
company focused their strategies on
strengthening our brand, strengthen the
things we do best. It has been done by
positioning our brand with advertising
reinforcement and recognize areas
where we do things right, identifying
and offering the best to customers. At
the same time, we have improved our
operations, we expanded our facilities
built in 2003, we built exclusively to
give comfort to our customers.”

The most active airports in Puerto Rico are
strategically located: in the East, in San Juan
you will find the Luis Muñoz Marin International
Airport, in the west, in Aguadilla you will find
the Rafael Hernández International Airport and
The Antonio Rivera Rodríguez Airport, in one of
the most visited island, Vieques.
Hotel room demand growth significantly,
generating 500 new hotel rooms and leaving
3850 new hotel rooms in progress. The

percentage in hotel booking has increased
to 5.6% for non-residents because there is
a 4% hotel local occupancy for the holiday,
according to Mrs. Ingrid Rivera Rocafort, the
Company of Tourism Executive Director. The
Domestic tourism is also important because
the Puerto Rican likes to meet the rest of
the country promoting tourism, restaurants,
the “chinchorreo”, this is all part of the
economic dynamics of this town that continues
to develop using small hotels or inns.
Mrs. Ingrid Rivera mentioned that they have
invested USD 300 million in improvements to
help incoming passengers to create a better
experience. This is an international airport
at a world-class level which has helped to
have strong relationships with airlines from
Aerostar Group and improve all air access to
attract new airlines.
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The Company of Tourism foresees many
opportunities for this sector during this new
year. Mrs. Rivera shared her vision for the
next coming years: “We continue to build

a tourism product that is unique, varied
because that distinguishes us versus the
rest of the Caribbean. We have 5 star hotels
and diversity of choices, we have more.
You can take a car and drive it through
knowing the infrastructure and how to go
from point A to B discovering a Puerto Rico
from nature to the beaches and variety
infrastructure as the Mall San Juan.
We have the product to support beginning
with the opening of many luxury hotels
in Rio Grande or the only resort in the
Americas and other very important. We
have many restaurants that are very well
positioned.”

The tourism sector is rapidly increasing,
as long as it grows there are many
challenges to face. Now, tourists are
quality and personalized service oriented.
Puertorrican businessmen of the sector
like Julio Ortiz, General Manager of Coral
By the Sea Hotel is aware of it and is
looking to keep improving his services. In
reference to the market´s exigencies, he
shared: “Number one hotels in Puerto

Victor Febus, the actual president.
Victor Febus, who is amazed by the continuous
growth of the Company in the last years said:

VICTOR Y RUTH FEBUS

everyday they have scheduled between 45 50 commercial flights from Puerto Rico and
because of the true potential in the tourism
sector, JetBlu is targeting up to 70 commercial
flights in the next coming years.
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been invited to Georgia, we have many
purchases from Texas, we make deliveries
but the furniture is more complicated so we
are working in logistic development,” said

“Many of our products are designed in
house. We know puertorrican people is
impressively talented so we work with local
artisans and artists to take advantage of
their talent and express our culture, color,
landscaping in a authentic way. We want to
keep innovating by creating special areas
for decorators, so they can have their own
space. They will have their computers,
fabrics and many other things to plenty
inspire them”.
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Rico are independent family businesses
basically because they fulfill them. The
increment of cruiseships arrivals have
raised hotel occupancy of small and
medium hotels. These kind of tourists
usually stay one or two nights before
leaving the island”

One of the most valuable things in this
hotel is the proximity to the beach, a
5 minutes walk. It represents a great
potential that the management is already
taking advantage of. In regards of the
accomodations, they offer short stay
rooms and suites with kitchens included
and they are focused to those tourists,
who are staying longer in San Juan or
who come with their children. The hotel
complements its comfortable and nice
enviromenment with two restaurants.
Piu Bello opens from 6am to 12 pm and
Platos, a great authentic Puerto Rican
food for lunch and dinner.

President of
Charlie Rent a Car

Charlie Car Rental is a local company
founded in 1983. Since its foundation, it
has always been focused on improving
and being the first one in service. Quality
is the main thing and it has been reflected
in their clients comments. José Martínez,
its president added; “If you access

any social media, we have 4 Stars
in service and quality. Our offices
are estrategically located all over the
country. Our customer can get to the
airport to rent the car and deliver it to
the port that suits Free of Cost”

In its first years the company grew at a rate
of 200%. In 2014, they increased the fleet
by 6 or 7% throughout the year because
regulations and standards as any state in
the continental United States, with the great
advantage that its healthcare services costs
are 40 to 60% less. Furthermore in Puerto Rico
hospitals are accredited by the Joint Commission
and doctors are US Board Certified.

Hermanos Santiago Cash & Carry is a fast
growing business with a great vision, Mr. José
Santiago shared with us, what is the plan for
the next generation: ”We hope the third

generation to maintain and improve
the business. My children are very
dedicated working from 7am to 5pm, 5
days a week and Saturdays if necessary.
Our Family have that vein that comes
from my parents, we like this business
and the hard work. We are farmers, we
have farms, my children are here and
there and even the sons and daughters
in laws are involved and help us with
the management. Everyone has their
profession and their activity, but when it
is necessary to cooperate, they love the
business.”

JOSÉ MARTÍNEZ

Established in 2014, the Puerto Rico Medical
Tourism Corporation (PRMTC), a subsidiary
of the Puerto Rico Tourism Company, has a
developed a strategic plan to promote Puerto
Rico as a medical tourism premier destination.
This plan is founded in three pillars: training and
certification to guarantee quality, marketing and
promotional efforts and the concierge center to
coordinate the medical tourism services for that
the medical travel requires.

FRANCISCO BONET

Executive Director of
Medical Tourism Corporation
Being one of the most competitive economies
in the Caribbean and Central America region,
the Puerto Rico Department of Economic
Development and Commerce (DDEC) has
identified several areas of opportunities to
promote economic diversification; one of those
being the medical tourism industry.
Puerto Rico has unique competitive advantages
when compared to other jurisdictions in the
region. The Island, with its unique relation with
the United States, follows the same healthcare

Ivy Barnés, President of Neodeck Holdings
explains in detail their core business:

“ClinicalVault, our Health Information
Exchange, not only provides detailed clinical
information on a particular patient to the
patient’s current healthcare provider, but
to every healthcare provider that actively
participates in the Health Information
Exchange. Most importantly, the patient’s
information is available in “real-time”.
When another healthcare provider looks
for their patient’s clinical information, they
can view the complete medical history of
the patient submitted by all doctors. The
availability of a patient’s active and past
health conditions, medications, diagnostic
study results, allergies, etc are vital elements
for the doctor to quickly and effectively
assess the appropriate treatment”.

certifying facilities offering services to
medical tourism patients. Therefore, it is
only given to companies that fully comply
with all the quality standards.
In just one year, Francisco Bonet mentioned
that, the Corporation has accomplished several
milestones: the development of an advertising
campaign, put in place the MTA training and

The president ended adding: “Personally, I

am seeing a growth from the European
sector. Much more Europeans are
coming to Puerto Rico during certain
months of the year, but I would like
to see it all the year. Between January
to June is when more Europeans rent
my cars than in another season. I
would like the Tourism Department to
promote more the country in Europe so
they encourage them to come and visit.

certification and the participation in important
events such as the World Medical Tourism
Congress.
Finally, the Corporation has identified five
healthcare specialties such as orthopedics,
bariatric, cosmetic, dental, and cardiology,
among other. PRMTC has three strategic
markets: the Caribbean islands, East Coast of
the United States and Canada

medical tourism has been present in
Puerto Rico for the past 20 years, we are
putting forth a plan to promote the Island
as a destination; a plan that integrates
the private and the public sector in joint
efforts”. He continued: “We have now over
50 medical tourism certified providers
and these include hospitals, dental and
ambulatory clinics, hotels, and other
ancillary services. This certification
process was designed with the renown
Medical Tourism Association (MTA), a
nonprofit organization based in Florida,
USA that specializes in training and

in Colombia and are well positioned to
extend our solutions to the North, Central
and South American markets. One of
our strengths is that all our products are
bilingual. We are working on a product that
we will launch in the United States, Europe
and possibly in South Africa”.

IVY BARNÉS

It is not unknown that the Island of
Enchantment has tremendous tourist
potential, but to exploit it even more, a very
close work between the Public and Private

sector is required. It will definitely get
Puerto Rico´s name in new markets to have
more exposure.

Mr. Francisco Bonet, the Executive Director of
the Corporation, mentioned: “Even though

The company has sustained growth. Currently
the have a diverse portfolio of over 1300
clients and are actively pursuing outside
opportunities. According to Mrs. Barnés they
are in the internationalization process, she
indicated: “We recently completed a project

President of Neo Deck Holdings
NeoDeck Holdings started in 2002 focusing
on programming an electronic healthcare
record. It is actively developing solutions to
fullfill the international healthcare industry
requirements. Through the years, they realized
that an Electronic Heath Record was much
more than a digitized file, instead a valuable
tool for the doctor. It is a tool that allows
both the doctor and patient work together to
improve healthcare and prevent disease.

in response of a substantial increase. In
2015, they took another bet and reduced the
fleet and it has been working extraordinarily.
Profits are much stronger, fewer fleet, more
use and prices remain higher. I admit it the
president said, there is a lot of competition
with other companies, but the quality
delivered makes a big difference and makes
the customer prefer us.

Innovation is the keyword to describe this
company. They were pioneers and continue
improving. One of the latest innovation is
the Patient Centered Medical Home, which
is currently booming in the United States.
The same is endorsed by the NCQA (National
Committee for Quality Assurance). There are
a limited number of companies with prevalidated products and Neodeck Holdings
proudly is one of those.

Puerto Rico, as many other countries
around the world, is facing critical times.
Not just for its economical situation, but
for the competitiveness requirements of
the globalization. Teorically, its said that
Healthcare is a priority area and for no
reason should be diminished. Unfortunatelly,
theories are not always valid in the practice.
Alpha Biomedical, is a company founded 25
years ago creating a culture of partnerships
and accessibility with very different
customers. Mr. Cruz Ruiz is the visionary
who bet on the potential of this sector. He
shared: “We can provide the patient

with what they need at affordable prices
forgetting traditional brands. Thanks to
globalization, today we find equipment
for medical diagnostic of equal or even
better quality than traditional brands
at much lower prices. We stand for
distributing quality lines, which have
already been recognized by major
keyplayers in Puerto Rico”.

CRUZ RUIZ

President of
Alpha Biomedical

One of the keys of success for this 100%
puertorrican company is the small, but
productive and very familiar team. Every
single employee has a sense of belonging
and takes care of the daily routine. They are
aware of the competition against the larger
multinational companies. Alpha Biomedical
is an open mind company and very receptive
to the opportunities. Their strategy is to be
constantly moving, developing new services,
seeking new lines and top quality equipment.
Expansion is a must for the company, Mr. Ruiz
finalized mentioning: “In the last years, we

have been expanding the business in the
Caribbean and other countries in Central
America. Of course, it is a challenge
because each country has its own culture
and we need to adapt to it. We are always
thinking about the best way to do it. We
have already ventured to Costa Rica,
Dominican Republic. Cuba, could be a
potential market in the future.”
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theory to optimize their prices and engineering
strategies to optimize their operations, the
result, a highly efficient Company called SOFO
Hotels LLC that hosts over 25,000 guests
since early 2013 with CasaBlanca alone and
sustains more than 35 local families. “We

RAFAEL Y JOYCE OLLER
Casa Blanca
Owners

Best Family Owned Hotel in Puerto Rico;
CasaBlanca, located in Old San Juan and
owned by Economist and Aerospace
Engineer, Joyce and Rafael, has made
its way to the big leagues. Voted #6 on
TripAdvisor out of 45 Hotels in San Juan,
Puerto Rico for three consecutive years!
We have asked them what is their secret?
“…our focus is our human capital and our
guests’ experience” said Joyce.
Plans never end at CasaBlanca, they are
currently installing a panoramic elevator
that overlooks the San Cristobal Fort and
have plans to add more than 20 rooms for
2016. This expansion will also include event
space for weddings and meetings of up to
100 guests.
The location is in the heart of Old San
Juan where you can enjoy from many local
restaurants and attractions all walking
distance. Also in the area is Villa Herencia
Hotel a magnificent Villa with eight rooms
which they manage since late 2014. It is
located in a very important street because
there was the door of San Juan, it was the
main entrance of the ships.
Through it, many products came when the
city was closed. There was a convent where
the nuns lived and on a street in the front
is the Cathedral.
And their newest acquisition is The Wave
Hotel opening in March 2016 in the area
of Condado near the beach with more
than 40 guest rooms. “We wish for our

guests to share their stays between
two amazing locations and have an
all-around experience with the best
hospitality service we offer” said Joyce.

This couple has applied standard economics

do not believe in low season layoffs,
keeping our employees all year round
was the first goal of our organization”
said Joyce, and she continued:
“We learned that low season was
created by a lack of market share in
our tourism from other countries.
Currently the U.S. represented 85%
of our customer base. We have seen a
steady diversification of tourism since
2015 by great efforts of the Tourism
Company of Puerto Rico along with
new airport and cruise operators
increasing for example, direct flights
to new destinations like Mexico and
Norway. Efforts like this should be
of major focus from our Government
as tourism could represent a much
higher share of our GDP.”

“With the recent inauguration of Pier
4, for larger cruise ships we have seen
an increase of at least 15% in new
passengers in 2014-2015” added Rafael.
He continued, “there is great potential
for tourism in the Island to attract
new investors as there is so much
yet to be done, not just in this sector,
but also in others like agriculture
and manufacture. Puerto Rico used
to be one of the largest sugar cane
exporters of the World. The proximity,
opportunity and beauty allows for a
perfect combination of business and
pleasure”

SOURCE : DDEC

Of all the Islands and Countries in the World,
why Puerto Rico? “It is safe, hospitable

like no other place on Earth, truly a
natural wonder and easy to travel to”

said Joyce. The tours are very important to
keep growing. Also agriculture, Puerto Rico
was one of the biggest sugar exporters in
the world, but the largest, at the time were
among the first in the 50´s. We have much
ability and much to do, the good thing is that
everything is very close.

Well now book your flight to Puerto
Rico and be ready to enjoy a relaxing
vacation. Don’t forget CasaBlanca
Hotel, this themed concept is a great
option for you, be sure to ask for this
lovely couple while there and enjoy!
Safe travels.

CRUISE PASSENGERS
MOVEMENT

SOURCE : DDEC

TOTAL VOLUME OF AIRPORT
(TOTAL OF PASSENGERS)

